Strategic
IT Review
See the big picture
The facts, information and
recommendations you need to
make high quality decisions about
the future of IT in your business

Who should consider an IT Strategic Review?
Any CEO or operations lead who knows things aren’t perfect but isn’t sure how to change
the situation. They may run businesses that:
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Are using Microsoft 365

Are unsure what they

Need reassurance that

and finally, want to

in a hurry and need to

and need to streamline

have, how it’s being

technology is fit for

understand if a move

review set up, security

or integrate with legacy

used and where there

purpose in the new

to the cloud is the right

and governance

applications

may be efficiencies

hybrid work environment

choice.

Why consider a strategic review?
A Strategic IT Review will give you the facts you need to make meaningful
change whether that’s drive adoption of new technology, hire an internal
lead, brief an alternative technology provider (Bedroq or otherwise), or
renegotiate with your current supplier from a position of strength
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A three stage process to right IT strategy
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1 Stakeholder workshop

Quick wins
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contracts and
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implemented
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2 Technical feet on the ground

Recommendations
of service elements
to include

3 Executable plan

What’s involved

Outcome of the review

The Bedroq IT Strategic Review gets you to an executable plan.

The outcomes will be different for every business. Some clients

It takes between five and 20 days and you will work with a

need to focus on immediate tactical requirements, others want

consultant IT director and their technical team to give you all the

to spend time on the big picture. Most organisations need a

facts you need to make informed decisions about the way forward.

combination of both.

1

The scope of the engagement is determined in step one which

The fee is determined by the scope of the review, size of the

is a stakeholder workshop to create consensus on the business

organisation and the number of data points to analyse.

priorities and IT vision.
2

This informs the next step which involves technical boots
on the ground to build a detailed understanding of how
IT currently stacks up. Depending on the objectives we’ll
get as close as possible to understanding how people use
technology in the business and their personal needs.

3

Finally, we put together the documentation, a set of
recommendations and headline costs that would be
required to make an informed decision about the future.

The outcome for the business is
• Visibility of potential cost savings
• A plan to get best value from the existing technology
• Prioritised and costed list of strategic and tactical
things to plan for
• Benchmarks against which to gauge productivity and
engagement with technology
• The full toolkit to make immediate improvements to
technology performance in their business

This may involve board level input to understand wider business
goals, user and stakeholder interviews if appropriate, a high-level

Want to know more?

review of how your employees use systems across the business

Contact us now on 020 3409 0090

and an assessment of your network, systems and applications.

or email mark.flynn@bedroq.co.uk

Depending on requirements, we will also collate and review all
contracts and documentation relating to IT provision.
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